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Students protest
Khomneini
regime
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By Tony Zamparutti
A p p r o x i m a t e Iy
forty
demonstrators shouted slogans
zigainst Ayatollah Khomeini outside Building 9 Saturday evening
during a meeting in 9-150 commemorating the third anniversary
f the Iranian revolution.
The demonstrators had entered
the meeting co-sponsored by the
Moslem Students Association,
when it began at 5:00pm. "We
just wanted to show how we hated
Khomeini," claimed one participant. The protesters pulled a picture of Khomeini down from the
wall. After a minor scuffle, one
demonstrator was punched in the
eye, according to Campus Police.
liHe refused medical treatment.
Cambridge and Campus Police,
alerted by a 911 phone call, arrived about ten minutes after the
confrontation began, according
to Campus Police Chief James T.
Olivieri. The police "quickly
separated the combatants" and
pushed the demonstrators outside, said Olivieri.
The CP's cordoned off the First
floor during the meeting. About
ten campus policemen guarded
the building and refused to let
ainyone inside.
Four Cambridge police cars and
a police wagon arrived soon after
tlh ionilro)ntationl, and remained
wshilt thc- dcmronstrators shouted
slogans outside Building 9.
The demonstrators claimed
they were Iranian students, most
from area colleges, and contended
that those attending the meeting
were agents of the Iranian
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government. "We are very angry
because those guys [inside), they
collect our mail, [and] they send it
to Khomeini .demonThese people are
being paid by Khomeini's
government."
The protestors shouted "down
with Khomeini ... Stop torturing
-political prisoners in Iran," and
_
other slogans. They left at about
6:30, 14bhours after the beginning
'bl·"""""
"~?Ei~:'~
of the demonstration.
The protestors learned of the 3PLps
j·~~~.xlLP~~aWi~
meeting from posters at other
schools, they reported. "We all ~s
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know each other," and quickly
·~
organized the demonstration
wasin
e
s
pro-K
nic
plained one protestor. 1cpere
d~emonstrators outside Building 9
refused to be identified by name.
Members of the Moslem StuT(,c01 pIhlotv' tby t [)Dir r i
dents' Association could not be
Iranian students from area colleges gathered in front of Building 9 Saturday evening to pirotest the rule of
reached for comment.
Ayatollah Khomeini. The demonstration was in response to a pro- Khomeini meeting takinlrg place inside.
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Mrrmlght face
By John J. Ying
Although Cambridge Electric
Light Company (CELCO) has
filed a request with the MassachusettsDepartment of Public
Utilities (DPU) to increase its
revenues by 7.5%, "MIT will not
be substanitally affected", according to Thomas E. Shepherd,
Jr., Associate Director of Physical
Plant.
The proposal calls for a 25 percent rate increase; M IT would
face an increase of only 4 percent,
since much of the Institute's bill is
I-C~-
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due to the fuel adjustment allowance. MIT currently uses 100
million kilowatt-hours a year, 15
percent of CELCO's output, and
pays just under $6 million annuallY.

Shepherd
also noted,
"Historically, Cambridge Electric
has received around half of the
amount they request. So MIT has
a maximum increase of 4 percent
with a much more likely increase
of about 2 percent. Considering
the size of MIT's overall budget,
this increase should have minimal
impact."
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Tech photo by Vincent Light
MIT Men's Wrestling finished its season Saturday with a
record of 14-5. (See story, page 16.)
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By Barry S. Surman
Many research assistants were
More than 1200 graduate not aware of the deduction of 1/9
research assistants were surprised
of their term bills until "at most
when they received their two days beforehand," said Bob
paychecks January 29. Due to a
Weinstein, a graduate chemistry
change in tuition and payroll ac- student. Despite a notice included
counting procedures adopted by
in the' financial registration
the Bursar's Office, the research
packet mailed earlier in the
ssistants' January take-home
month, most research assistants
Pay was reduced.
did not learn of the change until a
The change in policy was "not notice appeared in The Techi two
concocted in the devious mind of days before the checks were issomeone in the Bursar's Office," sued.
explained
Bursar Arthur
Walgman. Wagman enacted the
"One of the problems," said
change in response to a 1980
WaLgmaln. "is that my historical
recommendation by an ad hloc 'perspective only goes back to
study group of the Committee on August" ... "-We [Wagman and
Graduate School Policy, sugAssociate Bursar John Rogers]
gesting deductions for tuition
made an assumption that
payments be spread over the en- everyone could hardly wait. Our
tire year, including IAP.
mistake was in assuming everyone
Previously, MIT deducted tuition
was already aware of it."
payments from monthIv
Wagman assumed the post of
paychecks only during the term.
Bursar in August.
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''As customers, the best thing
that we can do is to sit back and
hope for the best." concluded
Shepherd.
Electric bills contain two main
components: a rate portion and a
fuel adjustment portion. Since
MIT is a high volume user of
electricity, the rate portion comprises only 20 percent of its bill.
For a normal household, the
rate portion is about one-half of
the bill. The average residential
customer, who uses 254 kilowatthours each month, would have his
bill raised by $2.42.

This proposal is CELCO's first
.application for a general rate increase in over 24 years. During
this period, the company claims,
it sustained "continuing and unrelenting increases in all aspects
of its costs of providing an adequate and reliable supply of
electricity to its customers,"' according to R. F. MacDonald,
Cambridge Electric's Vice President of Customer Services.
The DPU will hold public hearings in late February or early
March as part of its review of the
requested increase.
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By Gene Changg
Adrian J. M. Houtsma, the
.housemaster of East Campus for
the past thirteen years, will leave
MIT and East Campus at the end
of the term. The Houtsmas told
East Campus residents of their
decision in a letter sent at the end
of IAP.
He has accepted a faculty position in the Department of
Philosophy and Social Sciences at
the Technical University of
Eindhoven in the Netherlands.
He plans to move to Holland by
the end of July.
East Campus president Kei-Ma
Yi '83 noted that East Campus
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Jon Haass, a research assistant
in mathematics, is among 319 students who requested and
received- refunds of the January
deduction. "As soon as we
realized there was a lack of
awareness, [which was] going to
create a hardship for students,"
Wagman explained,'"we realized
we hld to make an arrangement
to help those students." Students
with hardships can arrange full or
partial refunds of the January
deduction with their account
representatives, Wagman said.

residents had not k nown
Houtsma might leave MIT before
reading his letter.
Houtsma and East Campus
residents plan to meet with
Robert Sherwood, Associate
Dean for Student Affairs, fnd
other Institute members to discuss the procedure for Finding a
new housemaster. Said Houtsma,
"It is extremely important for the
students to be involved in the
process for choosing a
housemaster since they will be the
people living in the dorm."
He added, "Our plans right
now are to find a new
housemaster as soon as possible,
and hopefully before May when
the students go home. Otherwise
the selection will have to be
delayed until September, which
won't allow time for the new
family to settle into the dorm
before the students arrive in the
fall."
Initial student reaction has
been fairly quiet, according to Yi.
'The students don't know what
to expect from the prospect of
having a new housemaster.' Added Yi, "Adrian has been actively
involved in the dorm life, and

E.ICur

everyone agrees that at new,
housemaster should be as conscientious as Adrian. He
organized dinners on the
weeknights in Talbot Lounge for
the purpose of meeting the students and also invited them on
weekend mornings during Spring
for brunches in his .ptirtment
During the fall and winter, he
would also invite students to the
faniily cabin in Nlew Hampshire
to hike and cross country ski."
Houtsma first heard from the
Technical University of
Eindhoven in August. He accepted the faculty appointment in
early January.
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Following the resignation of Richard Salz '83 as
Editor-in-Chief of Volume
102 of 771e Tech, Jerri-Lynn
Scofield '83 was elected to
the position Sunday.
Scofield formerly was
Chairman, a position now
assumed by Ivan Fong '83.
Fong's former position, Executive Editor, will remain
vacant.
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A former Dalton student discusses MIT's image and possible methods for clarifying
misconceptions. Page 5.

A tuition increase of approximately 17 percent appears
imminent. Page 3.

"A lot of students thought it
should have happened not in
January, but in September.'
Wagman renected. Weinstein
agreed, "What [the Bursar]
should do is pay us evenly from
the beginning of September to
August.'' Next year he will, said
Wagman.

Ever wonder what it's like to
have the same name as a
famous cartoon character?
Page 4.
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Victor Weisskopf tells The
Tech about his role in the
Pope's disarmament crusade.
Page 6.
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DELIVERED DIRECTLY TO YOUR
HOME OR OFFICE
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
OUR 10TH YEAR WORLD WIDE

W44-8060/7 DV1Y-24 SOUR

Reading, Massachusetts 01867 U.S.A.
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trend in political violence" in El Salvador. The Administration also
criticized Soviet involvement in Afghanistan and Poland.

-

French Communists support Soviets The French Communist
Part~, realffirnied its support of the Soviet Union find the military
crackdown in Poland .t its .nnual congress. Georges Marchais. the
party''s leader, was elected secretatry-,generil.

in Caribbean,
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EUREKA! RECORS AT USED SOUND
225 NP"BURY ST., BOSTON TEL. 231827
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AGREAT SKI PACKAGE
TO ASPEN SHOUT D START
W·ITH A GREAT PRICE:$479

Weinberger blasts Soviets, urges trade restrictions - Secretalry of
Defense C'aspalr Weinberger accused the USSR yesterday ot' violating
biologicall weapons treaties. His annual report to Congress recommended curbs on the trade, credit, and technology that "help preserve
the Soviet Union as a totalitarian dictatorship.- These comments were
Ill~de 'Is justification for Weinberger's proposed S 1.6 trillion, five-year
'ilitalry buildup.

Haig refuses to rule out force
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WE BUY, SELL AD TRADcE!

COOPERATIVE BOOK SERVICE
OF AMERICA, INTERNATIONAL

Human rights conditions worsen The Reagan Administration
reported to Congress that the situation in Central America and several
Atricaln nations is >,orsening, but claimed "there Vias A downward
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BOMSTON'S NEWEST USED RECORD
EMPORIUM IS NOW OPEN ATa
BOSTON'S PREMIER USED AUDIO
CENTERIa

ORDERED BY TELEPHONE
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Take a powder with us to Aspen during your spring break. You'll get
8 glorious days on the slopes and 7 fun-filled nights at the St. Moritz Hotel*
We'll jet you out of Boston Saturday at 8:55AM, land around noontime
then drive you to Aspen while there's still light. Or you can take our other
Denver nonstop that leaves at 5:35PM and gets you there while the
evening is in full swing.
Want to charge your ski vacation? Go ahead. Continental's Student
Credit Card offers low payments and you don't need previous credit to get
it. Just call Continental and we'll send you an application

denies Vietnlam

charges - Secretary of State Alexander Haig refused Friday to rule
out the use of military force in the Caribbean, Lind denied the existence
of patralilels between the growing US involvement in El Salvador aind
the American entry into the Vietnam conflict.
Polish primate terms Poland "sick" Archbishop Jozef Glemp,
Roman Catholic primate of Poland said in ;l sermon Sunday that
Poland is sick, that Poles Lire overcome by anger, find that Solidalritv
.should be included in his talks with Pope John Palul 11 about the situaltion in Poland.

right away.

The ski package is great. And best of all you'll be

flying Continental. Where our people still serve you with
the same spirit and pride that built our airline.

Deng reported to be taking it easy- Deng Xilaoping is reported to
be retiring from day-to-day bzureaucraltic work, brut retraining deci~sionmalking control over important maltters. Western aInalysts differed on
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INCLUDES ROUND TRIP
AIR FARES HOTEL
FOR 8 DAMS/ 7 NIGHTS,
GROUND
TRANSPORTA3TION. \t

the meaning of this move.

N atiori
Reagan proposes 1983 budget -The
Reagan Administration has
replesed its budget proposals for Fiscal vear 1983, which include
Realgan's "New Federatlism," large cuts in education funding, find
$33.6 billion more than this vear for defense. If the Administration
projections on economic conditions hold true. this budget would result
in zI deficit or$91.5 billion,
Reagan campaigns in Midwest -President Realgan is calmpeligning
in Minnesota, Iowa, find Indiana this week to grain supprort for his
''New Federallism- aind to raise funds for Republicans running for office this fall. Ealch of these states has al Republicaln governor find two

*Price is per person, dorm-sty le

Republican senators.

accomnlodations-other accommodations

available at slightly higher rates. Lift tickets
not included. Price good through 4/17/82.
For reservations, call vour travel agent or
Continental in Boston at 451-0442, or toll
free at (800) 525-0280. For credit card
informlation, call Continental.

Medicaid abortions feared doomed -Supporters
of the right to
choice fear that President Realgan's decision to nationasliz~e Medicaid Lis
part ot'his New Federalism will lead to the end to government-finalnced
abhort ionsa.
Former medic claims radiation exposure data faked -Vein
R.
Brandon, ;l former Arm} medic. claimed he was ordered to enter rallse
d;ata to hide the fact tha~t soldiers present ait four atomic tests inl 1956
find 19)57 were exprosed to dangerously high levels of raldialtion.
B3ranidon slid he wals threaltened snith treason chaeeus if he disclosed the
i 1 iornlation .

CONTINENTAL
WEE'RE STILL
THE PROUD BID.
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Local
Dukakis leads in delegate balloting -Formver
Governor Michalel
[Xikalkis %%,on about 6_5 percent of the o.ubernaltonall delegaltes in
D~emlocraltic calucus voting Sundaly, according, to Unoffic~ial results. Currentl Governor Ed Kine. received onk, betwceen 22 fnd 32 p~ercent ofthe
dclelam.tes, fnd Lie~titnant G~overnoer Tho mas O'Neill garnered .L mere >5
to IO( percelnt olthe votes.
Max Hailperin

CAREER SEMINAR

ttENGINEERING;
AS AN ENTREE
TO
MlAiNAGEMENTYY
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PEAK~A

Or if you are thinking about
heading further south, People
Express isthe smart way to Florida.
We offer the lowest prices to West
Palm Beach, Saras t'.and
Jacksonville.

hARK P. IETNER, '72
Mazn'-wer, Packaging Development,

MctNeii

Consulrrier Products

ta lljonsoii

& lelhnsoii company)
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PEMS
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FLYSMART
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NEW YORK/NEWARK BOSTON, WASHINGTON/BALTIMORE, SYRACUSE, BUFFALO, NORFOLK COLUMBUS,
JACKSONVILLE, SARASOTA, WEST PALM BEACH,

PEOPLE EXPRESS AIRLINES/FOR RESERVATIONS, PHONE: (617) 523-0820 OR CALL YOUR TRAVEL AGENT.
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Educational Video Resources
seeks students to fill

Video related positions,
A
production and nonproduction. Contact

AJoi
0

Larry Gallagher,
x3-7603 or come
_) 9-030
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The Department of Political Science
Announces the Sumumer 1982

Tuition to in-Pease by $1300
by Howard Trachtman
MIT's tuition will probably rise
at a rate greater than inflation for
at least the next three years, Jack
Frailey '44, Director of Student
Financial Services said at a
General Assembly (GA) meeting
Thursday.
For the next year the tuition increase will be approximately
51300, an increase of more than
17%. The equity level will rise
from the present figure, $3400, to
between $4000 and $4300, added
'railey.

The Academic Council will
hold its tinal formal session today
to decide on the tuition and the
equity level. The Academic Council's conclusions will be submitted
to President Paul E. Gray '54.
Gray will then submit his recomI-
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JEFFREY L. PRESSMAN AWARD

ference between the financial
for
situation today and in the past.
Many years ago, MIT had a
budget surplus every year. This
I
money was designated as unrestricted funds. Today, with
deficits every year, MIT can not
award as much financial aid as it
wishes, due to a-dearth of funds.
All members of the MIT Class of 1983 are eligible. A $1650
Frailey mentioned that the picstipend will be awarded to an MIT junior for use in
ture presented by the Office of the
American government and politics. The project should
Management and the Budget
focus on some legal, political, institutional, or policy issue
looks bleak for university
and may include proposals for research, travel, interfunding. During a question and
views, and/or internships.
answer session, Frailey told the
GA that there are some students
The Deadline for Submissions is March 1, 1982
MIT can not help financially.
Rules and Guidelines are available from Dr. Louis Menand III,
Years ago, Frailey said, only
Room 3-234, x3-7753 or from the Political Science Undergradustudents with an A average were
ate Office, Room E53-460, x3-3649.
given scholarships. He expressed
his hope that this situation would
not occur in the future.
I
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mendations to the Executive
Committee of the MIT Corporation.
Jack Currie, MIT's Director of
Finance, summarized MIT's current financial troubles. before an
audience of 40 people. He
emphasized this year's current
$2.1 million deficit. He outlined
the major components of the past
budget. According to Currie,
MIT's expenses include over $90
million in direct instructional
costs, about $293 million in sponsored research costs, over $100
million in support costs, and approximately $23 million in auxiliary costs. These expenses
reached almost $513 million, as
Compared to last year's budget of
$476,337,000.
Currie emphasized the dif-C
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Research, Travel, or Study in
American Law, Government, or
Politics
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Room 7-105
Wednesday February 10, 1982
Equipment Demo Feb. 9 in Lobby of Building 36, ALL DAYS
CAIMPUS INTERVIEVWS
Feb. 10, 11j, 12 1982
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Respectpasss/fail
In a report issued in February 1972, the Committee on
Evaluation of Freshman Performance stated, *One of the major
purposes [of Freshman Pass/Faill was to relieve the anxiety and
sense of pressure felt by incoming MIT students ... It was also
hoped to develop in each student a more mature motivation for
his universitv education and a more active, expressive involvenient in his studies: and to rive him a sense of freedom ... ' The
recent decision of the Department of Electrical Engineering and
('0.1p1lter Science lo cxmnne freshman year hidden grades

:·4

..-r

cet·lrlv violaltes these
;imms.

The Committee on Educational Policy is mistaken in its as-

sumption that since freshmen need not take departmental requirements, grades in these subjects are somehow outside the
protection of pass/no credit. Whether a class is or is not
freshmaln-level, the student new to the Institute is subject to the
same pressures, the same anxieties, and the same difficulties in
adjusting to M IT. Restricting freshman pass/no credit to
freshmaln-level subjects eliminates the "sense of freedom to
make a wider choice of subjects.*'
While EECS and other departments do indeed face difficulties
in attracting faculty members and obtaining laboratory equipment and facilities, using freshman grades to prevent entry to
advanced subjects is an unacceptable way to combat burgeoning
enrollments.
A student who receives a "'D' his freshman year may be
automalticallly precltlded from majoring in a department solely
on the basis of his performance on a single sub Sect. Freshman
pass/ lo credit mal~y bc abused by somne but the EECS policy
harms more than it helps.

NewOIIApoic

Institute and living group housing policies traditionally have
neglected readmitted and transfer students. Last September, Associate Dean for Student Affalirs Robert Sherwood
acknowledged thaft these students were being treated as
"second-class citizens."
Current policy ,lllows transfer and readmitted students one
year in the dormitories upon initial acceptance into the systemn.
Temporary measures now allow readmitted and transfer students admitted into the housing system this year to stay until
they graduate. Last week, Sherwood expressed hope that this
new policy will become pnermalnent.
The Dean's Office deserves praise for recognizing these students.
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Column/Charlie Brown

He's a good
I
The MIT campus is comprised
of people of many different
cultures
and economic
backgrounds. This diversity is
reflected in the wide range of
person's names, ranging from
very plain, common names to
names that no one can spell.
Because of this fact, many people
have their names misspelled, mispronounced, and forgotten.
I never seem to have these
problems with my name.
Everyone I ruin into can
pronounce it acceptably, and
everyone knows how to spell it.
Also, persons remember my name
long after I have forgotten theirs.
The reason for-this is simple: my
name is 'Charlie Brown, a name
people have associated with an insecure, bald headed, wishy-washy
boy for the past twenty-five years.
Possessing this name inevitably
leads to being the butt of many
jokes: often people query if it
bothers me to be teased about mv

name. I usually reply that you get

adz
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used to it.
The name of Charlie Brown

Ivan K. Fong '83 - Chairman
Jerri- Lynn Scofield '83 - Editor-in-Chief
V. Michael Bove '83 - Managing Editor
Allen Frechter'83 - Business MNanager

can be a definite asset. As I stated
before, very few people forget my
name. It is not unusual for
someone to greet me by name,
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STAFF
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chat with me for a while, and then
when he leaves I wonder who he
was. My name also makes for a
great line at parties. Imagine talk-

ISSUE

ing to a pretty girl, and when she

Night Editor: Judy Passman'83; Staff: Sheena'81, PEWOP'82, Bill
Spitzak '83. Charlie Brown '84. Bill Giuffre '84, Max Hailperin'84,
Mia Paget 84, Tony Zamparutti '84. Mr Bill '85, Danny Weidman '85,
David Chia G. Navroz Dabu G.
SPORTS

asks what your name is, you reply, ''I'm Charlie Brown.'' Of
course, sometimes the reaction is
that she laughs in your face. I
guess you get used to it.
My name has often led to many

DEPARTMENT

Sports Editors: Eric R. Fleming '83. Martin Dickau '85: Staff: Rich
Auchus 82. Brian Schultz 84. Mary Petrofsky'85.
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funny incidents. In my high
school, substitute teachers would
pass around an attendance sheet
for everyone to sign. After it went
around the room, the teacher
would cross out all the John Hancocks, Mickey Mouses, Sir Loin
of Beef, then count the names left
to make sure that everyone had
signed the sheet, and inevitably
would come up one name short.
Some student would look at the
sheet, and inform the substitute
that she had crossed Charlie
Brown'sl name. The class would
then spend the next ten minutes
convincing her that my name really was Charlie Brown.
Even in college, people get a
kick out of my name. During rush
week I drove some fraternity peo.pie up the wall. A common incident was that harassed fraternity
men, who had been signing in
freshmen all day Iong- would see
me come along. When they asked
my name I answered "Charlie
Brown."
They were not amused. My living group gave my a t-shirt that
says Blockhead on the back. In
honor of my name, they elected
me manager of our IM softball
team, and called it Peanuts. In the
Charlie Brown tradition, we went
on to an 0-5 season.
Even the MIT Administration
can not deal with my identity.
One day I walked into the MIT
Cashiers Office, threw down my
ID, and the teller went into
hysterics.
On the recent MIT Concert
Band Tour to the province of
Quebec, there was a reception
--
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where very few of our hostts could
speak English. To help miatch us
up with the person who wo)uld put
us up for the night, we werre given
nametags. Several times during
the reception I noticed scorneone
spy my name tag, say sormething
to a companion in French iending
with "... Charlie Browrii,- and
laugh. I could recount marny more
incidents of this type. I guiess you
get used to it.
The most common tyypes of
comments involve Peanutts. Peopie will say things like "IDo you
have a sister named 'Sally?,"
"Where's Snoopy?" and '"So tell
me, who is this little redJ-haired
girl?" Also, about once a week
someone discovers thie line
-sWhat's up Chuck?" and once in
a blue moon someone as ks "Do
ageU (yet a strange sensation)n when
vou bite into a Peppermiint Pattiec-.By I'ar the amost obr
types of questions are ornes like
"Why did your parents naiime you
Charlie Brown?" "Didni't they
know about Peanuts wheen they
named you?" and "Dorn't you
hate them for naming you Charlie
Brown?" I guess you get used to
those comments after a whifle.
At a dormitory party laist year,
A friend of mine introduce-d me to
this girl, saying ''I'd like you to
meet my good friend, Charlie
Brown." The girl stared att me for
a few seconds, and theen said
"You must be very shalloisw to be
named Charlie Brown." N/
Maaybe I
am, but I do not think so. .Maybe
all the wisecrackers, who c~Consider
their comments to be inssightful,
truly deserve that title.
L
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To the Editor:
I was greatly intrigued by your
article about high school students' perceptions of MIT. The
several New York City private
school counsellors interviewed
concurred that their students considered MIT a school for grinds.
As a graduate of one of them
(Dalton '81), I hope I may be able
to shed more light on the reasons
for this sentiment.
When I told my friends that I
was going to MIT, the almost universal reaction-was, "Gee, that's
too bad. I'm sorry." This attitude
is due to a vicious cycle of events.
The first is the background we
come from. Our parents are attorneys, businessmen, doctors,
and writers, not engineers.
Therefore, none of us really quite
knew what engineers did; we did
not have the role-models.
The next is the orientation of
the school. For four years we see
a1large percentage of the senior
class go off to Ivy League col-

leges. Everyone aspires to be an
Ivy League Man or Woman. Of
t.he 105 members of my
graduating class, 43 went to the

Ivys. Conversely, I am the first
person to go to MIT from Dalton
in two years. With no one coming
back to describe MIT in fact, we
had to rely on stereotypes by
rumor.
This problem is related to the
third, mentioned by Dr. Brammer
of Collegiate, namely of
lackluster recruitment. I would
not have even considered MIT,
had they not sent me a copy of
MIT Today via the Student
Search. Prior to my acceptance by
MIT, the only people to whom I
had talked were the student who
gave me the tour (who told me
how the Smoot Bridge got its
name), one man in the admissions
office (who assured me that I was
not written to because someone
had to take the humanities here),
and my alumni interviewer (who
confessed to knowing very little at

all). I did not get a chance to
speak to any of the three Dalton
alumni here until after I had
returned my accpetance, when
one stopped by Dalton for a visit.
It would greatly facilitate
recruitment at these private
schools if someone from admissions would comne and speak to
the students early in the fall of
their senior year. It would also
help if the alumni went back,
either separately or concurrently,
to present their views of the Institute. This communication, especially with someone from their
own background, would go a long
distance toward clarifying many
of the misconceptions and prejudices about MIT.
Robert E. Malchman'85
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ForQ application and test

Hershey's Kiss A idUp8-oz. solid chocolate kiss.
-: ; :' -:
Reg. $4.30
Sale $2.99
Wrapping papers,
$.90-$2.75
NOT SHOW`N: Fanny Farmer & Candy Cupboard assortments.
Greeting cards. NOT SHOWN: Shaeffer/Eaton pen and pad with
heart motif or names. Pen $2.49, Pad, $2.00

116 Bishop Allen Drive
Camnbridge, MA 02139
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The Opportunity
GPU Nuclear isresponsible for the operation
of Oyster Creek Nuclear Station in New
Jersey, start-up and recovery of two Three
Mile Island units located in Middletown,
Pennsylvania; and an off-site design and
engineering group in Parsippany, New
Jersey. We offer you: * Top benefits * Advanced educational opportunities and a
chance to live in beautiful North Central
New Jersey, the New Jersey Shore or the
Pennsylvania Dutch Country.
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We are seeking entry level and experienced
professionals in the following categories
* Mechanical
n Nuclear & HaLtnh
* Electrical
PhysicsRadliation
a Chemical
Protection

The Commitment
General Public Utilities created an independent organization, GPU Nuclear, to
centralize its nuclear capability and
provide safer, more reliable generation of
electricity with nuclear energy. GRJ Nuclear
has the strongest commitment to the
flawless safety of our plants.

Fundie Undies. Triple Hearts, Heart of
Hearts, Heart with Flowers, Scattered
Hearts, From the Bottom of M\y Heart.
White 100`'C cotton with assorted colors.
$5.00
100re Love. All cotton sweaters. Pattern
shown: natural with red, green or tan.
Also in solids & 2
color strips. S, M,
L, XL. $35.00-$37.00
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translation call Ms. Erebiak

Llnguisfic Systems, Inc.

The Challenge
Imagination, courage, leadership and
engineering expertise of the highest order...
these are the traits you need to meet the
challenge of our technology. Our leadership position at the forefront of commercial
nuclear power systems will provide you with
unique professional experience.

The "Ultimate"

I

* Korean

take -on
the challenge...
reaIize
the future

I

i

mItalian a Japanese

• NorweWghn * Po~sh * Portuguese
• Romanan * Spanish e Swedlish
and others.
Into-English translations fom Russian,
East European languages and many
others also available.
Foreign language typists also needed.
A11lthis w k can be done hn y
homxeI
Uinguistic Systems, Inc. is New England's
largest translation agency, located a block
norffi of the Central Sq. subway station.
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• Aabic * Chinese * D)anih a Dutch
• Farsi ° FrencB * Georma e Greek
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Editorials, marked as such and printed in a distinctive format,
represent the official opinion of The Tech. They are written by
the Editorial Board, which consists of the chairman, editor-inchief, managing editor, and news editors.
Columns are usually written by members of The Tech staff and
represent the opinion of the author, and not necessarily that of
the rest of the staff.
Letters to the Editor are written by members of the MIT cornmunity and represent the opinion of the writer.
The Tech attempts to publish all letters received, and will consider columns or stories. All submissions should be typed, triple
spaced, on a 57-character line. Unsigned letters will not be
printed, but authors' names will be withheld upon request.
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Translations into your native language are
needed for industrial literature. You will be
well paid-to prepare these translations on
an occasional basis. Assignments are
made according to your area of tecrkical

Your

=a

For more information about job opportunities at GPU Nuclear, fill out the coupon
below and send it to: J. Troebliger, P.O. Box
480, Middletown, PA 17057. We seek men
and women from all ethnic backgrounds
and the handicapped.

Em Nuclear

IF

GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES CORPORATION

w11 be on cump s i

I
NOT SHOWN:
Save 20c- on Bancroft's Racquet King for squash. Comp. value
$25.00 Now $19.99
Nike All Courts. Sturdy canvas, rubber toecap, padded heel collar.
Reg. $23.00 Sale $17.99
Gym shorts,, 50/50 poly/cotton. S. M, L. Comp value $5.00 Now $3.99
Champagne glasses from J.G. Durand add elegance and sparkle.
Special purchase 2/$5.
Charming assortment of tins in all shapes and sizes. $1.25-$4.50.
Capture your Valentine
3M Early Bird Special. Save on color reprints or enlargements during February.
10 Reprints or 2 5x7 Enlargements or 1 8x10 Enlargement from
1 or more color negatives. Only $1.99
-

February 26, 1982
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Weisskopf speaks on nucleararms
Victor Weisskopf, Institute
Prof ssor Emeritus, was Chairmsan
of the Ph .ysics Department and
Director-Generalof the European
Center of Nuclear Research
(CERN). Weiksisskopf is a ineniher
of the Ponlifical Academly; oJSciesnce.s, an international, nondenomblinational hodi, oqf 70
ineinbhers to adl'vse the Pope.
Sinc e his electiol7, Pope John
Paldl II has devoted mucwh attention
to the A·adem -'v. Folloving the
re commrtrttendation of arl Ac adem 'v
.studi-group, John Paul sent scien?tif
eleegations to the leaders lfo
tre United States, USSR, France,
and England to describe the
dangersir of'nutrcllear u ar to theml.
Weisskopf ied the groturps that
rixite>d Ronald Reagan and the
(!nitedl

Natiorn.s.

Othler deleugatio~n

Inemrlhers i
delld Dnd
aid Baltimore
of' MIT. and Howard Haitt and
AXlexan.der1(~

Leaf,

membrzlher.s of' the

Ph11siciann.s .Againsvt Nuilctrlear- War,

*f farvard.
By Tony Zamparutti
Q: Dr. Weisskopf, could you
describe your mission?
A: The main points we wanted to
make clear is: that the conditions
of life following a nuclear attack
would be so severe that the only
hope for humanity is prevention;
and then the second point is that
-

I

-

--

--

---

nuclear weapons must not be used
at all in actual warfare; third, the
number should be progressively
reduced.
Through this Reagan was very
amiable, but it was very hard to
know how he actually thinks.
Q: How did Reagan treat you during the interview?
A: Well, he didn't let us sit down.
Q:You didn't sit down?
A: Right. He came to us standing.
We were introduced to him by the
apostolic delegate. He didn't there were, of course, easy chairs
and sofas- he didn't ask us to sit
down, which I found somewhat
peculiar.
Q: How long were you talking?
A: About fifteen minutes. To my
remark that a reduction in arms
was a necessity he said that he
agreed to it but also that in his
viesl! nuclear war can only be
prevented if we are equal or
stronger than our opponents in
nuclear weapons. We did not get
into a discussion with Reagan on
this point because we were requested by the Vatican not to go
beyond our document.
Q: So there was no discussion
beyond the points that you raised?
A: Well, I'm going on.The next
speaker was Dr. Hiatt, who spoke
longer. He is a very impressive
speaker. He described the effects
--

of a nuclear bomb on a city. He
.not only gave the number of people killed and the destruction, but
he also made a very personal
point.
He said that, for example, Mr.
President, in your accident you
were saved by eight pints of blood

in the hospital. Even if ten people
in your condition were delivered
to the hospital, you wouldn't be
able to save them all. And in the
case of bomb over Washington
there would be 100,000 people in
your situation and, furthermore,
-- ,, 1
+4
agottine
nospit
Lai woulc
:~··.·;. ·
>,;~rl'·;

with the National Security Agency
From the very outset they will influence the
growth and direction of their fields of Socializaeion.
You too, can experience the very same
opportunity and challenge in any of these NSA
career fields.
Eteetrone Dm
i
There are op
portunities ina variety oresearch and development
projects ranging ftom individual equipments to very
complex interactive systems involving large numbers
of microprocessors, mini-computers and computer
graphics. Professional growth isenhanced through
interaction with highly experienced NS professionals and through contacts in the industrial and
academic worlds. Facilities for engineering analysis
and design automation are among fie Au vailable.
Computer Sciewe: At NSA you'll discover
one of the largest computer installations
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in the world with almost every -major vendor
of computer equipment represented. NSA careers
provide mixtures of such disciplines as systems
analysis and design, scientific applications pro
grammrning, data base management systems, operating systems, computer networking/security,
and graphics.
Mathemadcs: You'll work on diverse
agency problems applying a variety of mathematical
disciplines. Specific assignments might include solving communicaiorns-related problems, peorming
long-range mathematical research or evaluating
new techniques for communications seurity
Tlhe Rewar&S at NSA.
NSA offers a salary and benefit program thafs truly
competitive with private industry. There are assignments for those who wish to travel and abundant
good living inthe Baltimore-Washington area for
those who wish to stay close to home.
Countles cultural, historical, recreational and
educational opportunities are just m
3i-Do
nutes awayfrm 5 i
X
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s are haeOra
Ony askiew will i infuece the wr

While most graduates in the areas of Electronic Engineering, Computer Science, and
Mathematics are deciding on a career direction,
a select few are finding more than a career
They are the graduates who All work in a
challenging environment where matters affecting
our national security are a part of our everyday
activity
They are the graduates who choose a career

C
v

an A-+---A T
aestroyea. I

think it made an impression on
Reagan.
Then he n-rade an interesting
remark: Hiatt is a personal friend
of Senator Laxalt, who is a very
good friend of Reagan. And he
quoted Senator Laxalt, as saying

|3

--

odcarep

To find out more about NSA career opportunities, schedule An interview through your college
placement office. For additional information on the
National Security Agency, fill in the information
blank and send it to Mr Bernard Norvell, College
Recruitment Manager, National Security Agency,
Attn: Office of Employment (M32R), Fort George G.
Meade, Maryland 20755.
An Equal Opportunity Employer. U.S. Citizenship Required.
I

I'd like more information about career opportunities with NSA.
My Area of specalization is:
o0 Mathematis
O ComputerScience
OElectronic Engineering
o EngineeringTechnology
Grad. Yr

- Name (print)
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(Continuedfrom page 6)
that Reagan could enter into
history as the President who was
able to reduce nuclear armaments. And then Dave Baltimore
also made a few remarks on
nuclear war.
Reagan then referred to the Bible. He mentioned the word Armaggedon. Later on I looked it
up: in Revelations 16:16 there is
the description of the end of the
world.
To finish the story, the next day
we went to the United Nations.
There was another delegation,
which included Severo Ochoa, of
NYU, and Gobind Khorana.
Again, together with the
Apostolic delegate at the UN,
Archbishop Cheli. . .
There we had a mnuch warmer
reception. Kittani, he was the
President of the General Assembly, was extremely courteous.
He said he was very glad that the
Pope had taken this initiative,
because the Pope is above any
suspicion of being either pro-right
or pro-left, pro-East or pro-West.
Q: Has there been any word from
President Reagan since your mis-

·?7

sion?

-a
I

A: None whatsoever.
Now let me tell you a little
about the other receptions. Mrs.
Thatcher received a delegation
and was very interested - the
leader of the delegation was
and Mrs.
Carlos Chagas Thatcher actually wrote him a letter [after the meeting]. She made
similar remarks [to Reagan's],
emphasizing that the Russians are
stronger than we are the need to
catch up. . .
You know all these actions, unfortunately, coincided with the
beginning of the Polish martial
law and therefore the publicity
wasn't too good, neither here nor
there. Well, Mitterand was very
interested.
Brezhnev, now, was very
positive. He started the whole
thing with a speech for himself.
He said that for him it was a
historic momentthe Vatican
had never been acknowledged by
[but]
the Russian governmentin this case they were very interested in the Pope's mission.
Of course, at present this is
parallel to their political objectives, so it is no surprise that
Brezhnev received the mission
more warmly than Reagan. . .
Q: Was a delegation sent to Communist China?
A: It was tried. Communist China
didn't consider itself a nuclear
power. ..
Q: Brezhnev received the mission
with much more sympathy than
President Reagan. Do you feel
there's a greater interest in the
Soviet government that the
American in Arms Control?
A: Yes. There are many reasons
- but the main reason is that the
Russians are deeply afraid of the
Armaments Race, and therefore

:B
;
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are sympathetic to every move
that might stop it.
At present there is much talk
about the Russians being a lot
stronger that we are.
I am not one of those who
believe the Russians are getting
ahead of us. I think that we are
roughly on par. The Russians
have had a hard time to become
on par in both nuclear and other
armaments.
There is an important difference between qualitative and
quantitative armaments race.
Now I'm speaking of my own opinion which is not necessarily the
Vatican's. The quantitative race
concerns the number of weapons.
"I hope very much the
public becomes aware of
the terrible dangers of
the nuclear race. The
public has enormous
power. We were able to
stop the Vietnam War."

The qualitative race concerns the
improvement of weapons.
The West was always way
ahead in the qualitative. But of
course the two parties always like
to emphasize in what they are
behind. The arms race is based on
mutual fear that the other is
ahead. The result is that the
s'ecurity of either side is
diminished.
Q: On both sides these days there
is, however, much suspicion.
A: Yes, there is much suspicion.
Q: Do you foresee any possibilities
for arms control in the near future?
A: Not in the near future, but I
hope that there will be a change. I
also hope very much there is no
outbreak before there is a change.
The attitude of the President is
very frustrating at this stage. since
he strongly supports an increase
of nuclear weapons of all kinds.
This attitude towards negatism is
not very convincing. I hope very
much the public become more
aware of the terrible changes of
the nuclear race. The public has
an enormous power. We were
able to stop the Vietnam War.
The government loves to base our
foreign policy on the possibility of
a nuclear way. Such war cannot
be limited, won or survived.
Personally, I'm not in favor of
unilateral disarmament. I'm not
even in favor that both sides have
zero nuclear capacity, for then
they will always be afraid that the
other side surreptitiously makes a
few hundred bombs. This is
enough to destroy a whole
country. So there ought to be a
certain amount of deterence. But
today we hve 50,000 bombs which
for too much for comfort.
But what I find especially
dangerous is what they call tactical nuclear bombs, like we have

TUESDAYF-EBRUARY9,1982
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in Germany. For they may - get
used when a conflagration starts.
Once you start using nuclear
weapons, there almost surely will
escalation. The losing partnor will
use, more until we get into the
holocast. That is why any actual
use is a crime against humanity.
Q: How do you feel about the
many people, especially in the present administration, who claim that
we need more nuclear weapons?
A: Well, I think they are mad. Of
course, if you live all the time in
the offices of the Pentagon, you
feel it more necessary to increase
the material you work with.
But it doesn't make sense at all,
because clearly the Russians
won't give in. Why should they?
Every escalation from us
produces an escalation from
them.
The same is true about the
qualitative race: every new invention that some fellow makes, will
eventually be used against the US.
I don't see that this increases our
safety.
And the bombs could go off accidently. The more you have, the
greater the probability. Maybe
these people in the Pentagon feel
we have enough good safeguards
against that. How do we know
t ha t t he R us s ia ns h av e
safeguards? One day a Russian
bomb will go off by accident, and
then we react to it, and then you
have a holocaust. So, the fewer
bomnbs, the safer.
Another thing: for example,
why the hell do we have landbased missiles? You can hit them
very easily from Russian - it's
almost advertising, "please hit
here.'' If the Russians only hit one
of our silos, there are almost 100,000 people killed by radioactivity spread over the country.
There is talk about a Russian
first strike against our missiles.

wish to congratulate their new Initiates from the Alpha-Alpha
pledge class of 1985.

Marc A. Zissman

How to impress a student body.

Valentine's Day is your big chance. Impress him or
her with an FTD* Valentine Bud Vase. A beautiful
bouquet in aan attractive heart-shaped vase. And at
an affordable price. Stop by your nearest FTD,
Florist soon. It's the perfect way to get thast special
studernt body to worm up to you.

Send it with special

)

care.

The FTD Valentine Bud Vase is generally available for less than $12.50. As
independent retailers, FTD Florists set their own prices. Service charges
and delivery may be additional. (1982 Florists' Transworld Delivery
Association.
0 Registered trademark of Florists' Trnsworld Delivery Association.
*A cooperatively-owned fioral wire and membership service.
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The world of communications is
changing at an unprecedented
pace. Here is an industry where
your fresh ideas and energy will
be welcome. Satellite and cable
technologies will soon dominate
the most vast communications
network imaginable. You can
contribute to this exciting
evolution when you join our elite
engineering community.
Thinking strategically led us to
our position as an acknowledged
international leader in the design
and manufacture of equipment
for satellite communications,
cable television, energy
management, and home security
systems. Scientific-Atlanta's
leadership extends to the
manufacture and sale of test and
measurement instruments for
industrial, telecommunication
and government applications.

ICOMMUNIC~oATLING

Careers In
Commsunicitiosas
And Instrumentation
At Scientific-Atlanta, we expect
you to stretch yourself to meet a
diversity of challenges. You will
share this fast-paced environment
with top professionals. ..
pioneers in the communications
and instrumentation fields. Your
career potential is unlimited.
Our 35% compounded increase
in sales over the past five years is
only one indication of the growth
that awaits you.
If you are an ELECTRICAL
ENGINEER and have an interest
in design work in the hardware or
software areas, plan to Join us for
an information meeting on
Sunday, February 21, from 7 to 9
PMIJ
in Room 4-149. Visit your
placement office and arrange to
interview with us on

Julian Earls

Chief of the Office of Environmental Health
at the NASA Lewis Research Center

February 22 & 23

Program
Reception 4:00pm

Dinner 5:00pm
Friday, February 19, 1982
Sala de Puerto Rico

Scientific
Atlanta

I,,

Tickets: $10.00 ($3.00 with student ID)
ON SALE 11:am - 2:00pm - Lobby 10- Feb 8-17
i:

--

David Kravitz
Samuel LaFontaine
Samuel M. Levitin
Stacy S. McGaugh
Steven L. Novick
Keith A. Paquette
Bradley A. Waller
David R. Wheeler

Edward A. Arenberg
Michael D. Bates
Harlan R. Cooper
Dennis W. Dillon
Kerry L. Elkins
Lee F. Gaucher
James E. Haleblian
William P. Kelley

The FFuture of the Space
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The Brothers of
Zeta Beta Tau

The National Society of Black Engineers
presents

IDr.
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or contact our Corporate
Employment Department at:
1-800 241-5346.
SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA
One Technology Parkway
P.O. Box 105600
Atlanta, Georgia 30348
An Equal Opportunity
Employer M/FN/.'H
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Weisskopf criticizes mounting arms escalation
{Continuedfros pagle 7)
But how can they be so silly? We
have half of our strategic nuclear
bombs on submarines. So
anyway, if you hit all the silos on
land, the submarines are still
there. . .
So why do we have land-based
missiles? I would put all the deterrence force in submarines and in
airplanes and reduce the number
to a reasonable level well below
the present one. Overkill is a
dangers not a protection.
I think there's a lot of

ideological stupidity, irrationality. A love of gadgets.
You have an example in the
neutron bomb.
Q: Do you think MIT in particular, even though it doesn't carry
on any classified research, contributed to this?
A: No, I really don't think so.
Only perhaps by educating good
scientists and engineers who
might participate later in the armaments race.
Of course, there are military
laboratories connected with MIT,

such as the Lincoln Labs and the
Instrumentation Labs, the Draper
Labs, but the latter are no longer

MIT.

Q: Several officials in the Reagan
Administration have discussed
limiting the flow of scientific information. Do you feel their comments present a concreate threat?
A: Any limiting of information is
a vile-'thing, especially in an unclassifed field. Clearly the actual
assembly line of a nuclear weapon
plant should be kept limited. Such
information may be useful for the

Russians. Not very. In general,
actual unclassfied research, as we
do at MIT should not be limited.
I believe the more collaboration we ahve with Russian scientists the better. You see, the best
part of Russia are the scientists.
They understand the ideals of the
west better than their politicians.
Much more than in this
country, the independent people
go into science, because that's the
place they can do what they wish.
Here a lot of very good people go
into psychology, political science,

and so on. Over there only the
hard sciences are an independent
kind of field, because in the other
fie!ds, you know, they are told
what to do. And so I think the
best part of the Soviet Union intelligentsia is in science. Much
more than here. And therefore,
we shouldn't lose contact with
them.
Q: What do you think of the
Reagan Administration's policies
on scientific research?
(Please turn to page 9)
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From the bizarre bedrooms of The Bear Flag
Restaurant northern California's most

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER Presents
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Manhattan Project discussed
(Continuedfromzl page8)
A: That's another topic.
It's an absolutely negative
reocrd. What could cause him to
cut out graduate student support?
Even if one agrees with him that
we really need a lot of military
buildup, where is he going to get
the engineer's to do this?
Q: President Eisenhower warned
against the military-industrial
complex. Do you fear that it has
become a reality?
A: Absolutely. And to the detriment of the United States. Not
only because of all the military
buildup but also because this is
one of the reasons we can't compete with Japan and Germany,
because we put all our efforts into
the military gadgets, instead of
sellable civilian goods.
In the development of cars, and
now we are even losing the
[silicon] chip market. That kind
of electronics you use in weapons
vou can't use in ordinary computers. And we don't have the
engineers to develop civilian
technology. That's why our cars
are so bad. All the engineers are
working on bombs. That's what
Eisenhower said. Eisenhower was
probably the last great President.
Q: Not. .
A: No, Kennedy was too short.
He had no time.

building up. There is hope.
You see three hundred years
ago, there were wars between
cities. In Italy, Florence and Sienna fought each other. And then,
with the development of weapons,
this became more and more
ridiculous so they began fighting
between countries. I think World
War 11 was probably the last war
between countries. Modern
weapons make this obsolete. Now
we can imagine inter-continental
[wars]. But the Earth has a finite

Q: To change the subject
somewhat, I believe during World
War 11 you worked on the Manhattan project. At the time, did you
have questions about the project, or
the consequences it might lead to.
A: Yes, oh yes. We did a lot of
worrying about it, especially at
Los Alamos. We had both- Oppenheimer expressed it- the peril
and the hope. We hoped that this
bomb would make war impossible, and that it could be internationalized. We were aware of

ALCOA
ALCOA LABORATORIE S NEEDS...
CONTROL SYSTEM ENGINEERS
Alcoa is the world's leading producer of aluminum products. We mine bauxite,
refine it into alumina, smelt the alumina into aluminum and produce fabricated
aluminum products using casting, rolling, extrusion and machining techniques.
To increase the productivity of these processes, we need Control Systems
Engineers and Math Scientists with background in any or all of the below,
-

- Optimization Theory

"That's why our cars are so bad. All our
engineers are working on bombs."

the dangers, but we were naive in
thinking there were easy solutions.
I haven't given up hope,
because if we overcome this
danger of holocaust, we really will
be an order of magnitude better
off. Even now, we have had a
period of 35 years without world
war. So the fear of nuclear war is
really great, and one has to utilize
that fear. And that fear shouldn't
go into making more bombs.
If mankind finally gets out of
this, it will only be by popular
pressure, which is now slowly

Process Modeling
Advanced Control Theory
Digital Computer System Design and Architecture
Classical Feedback- Theory

}
We will be interviewing on campus

radius. The technique of warfare
is now such th at maybe war will
become completely impossible.
And every rational consideration
would lead to this. But the people,
of course. are not rational. I hope
that somehow our moral and
ethical Fibre will get us through
this phase. There's still hope for
the future. I'm not one of these

i

~

I
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Alcoa Technical Center, home base for Alcoa Laboratories.

cynics,
Equal Opportunity Employer

I believe this systematic form of
annihilation is about to become
obsolete. The only question is
whether it will be before or after a
world war.
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The doctor doesn't
cut out anything. You
cut out cigarettes.
This simple surgery is
the surest way to save
you from lung cancer.
And the American
Cancer Society will help
you perform it.
We have free clinics
to help you quit
smoking. So, before
you smoke another
cigarette, call the A.C.S.
office nearest you.
And don't put it off.
The longer you keep
smoking, the sooner it
can kill you.
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pandable to- 48k bytes). There's an excellent, typewriter-style, full-travel keyboard with overlays for
second functions. Sixteen colors are available anda
sound through five octaves - 110 Hz to beyond
40,000 Hz - with capability for three simultaneous
tones. At the heart of it all: a 9900-family, 16-bit
microprocessor.
Optional accessories -

Broad choice of software

Pre-programmed Solid State Software"' Command Modules - based on the same concept pI oven
in TIs programmable calculators and containing up
to 30k bytes of read-only memory - simply snap
into place and you're ready to go. There are more
than 40 of them. And over 400 more programs are
available in cassette and diskette formats. There's a
broad and fast-growing choice in the areas of engineering, science, business, art, self-improvement
... and entertainment.

Ijq

This space contributed by the publisher
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Having your owtt computer can open a whole new
world for you. Whatever your chosen field, you'll
find the Texas Instruments Home Computer a
powerful tool for analysis, problem solving, record
keeping, decision making, research, and more. And
the power it places in yourliands can be put to wtork
quickly and easily.

ALMERICe
CANCERSOCIETY
i

Intuet

l~~hel~~xas
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Powerful programming capability

For your own programming, you'll find TI BASIC
is a rich and versatile language. It's powerful, yet
easy to learn and use. What's more, it's built right
into the Texas Instruments Home Computer.
Random-access memory supplied is 16k bytes (ex-

-
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THE CANTATA SINGERS
DavidHoosc, Guess Conductor

Die Sch6pfung

including speech!

With the Solid State Speech"' Synthesizelr accessorv, vou can add electronic speech - more than
370 English words. Use it' with the Terminal
Emulator II Commanc Module and Tl's phoneme
stringing technique delivers a virtually unlimited
vocabulary. Other optional accessories include
Memory Expansion (32K bytes of RAM),, fisk
Memory Drive and Controller, Telephone Coup~lel
(MODEM), Solid State Printer, RS9232 Interface.
Wired Remote Controllers, 10-inch Color Monitor,
and a Video Modulator.

Cp

I-

Compare and you'll find the TI-99/4A Home ComIL

puter gives you more for your money,
feature for feature. And, if vou have a
television receiver, you can get
started for less than $600! See. vour
dealer today for a demonstration.

f-

Texas Instruments invented the integratedcircuit, microprocessorand microcomputer Beingfirst is our tradition.

THE CREA T77N
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

HAYDN 250th ANNIVERSARY
!February 10 & 12, 8 p.m.
Sanders Theatre, Cambridge

9

I N C O R POR

1981 Texas Instruments Incorporated

A T ED

24001

i

TICKETS: $10o $8, $5
For iformatin call 282-3748
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Lectures
Alfred D. Chandler, Jr., Professor
of Business History at Harvard
Business School, will speak on
The M~angerial Revolution in
American Business at the
Cambridge Forum, 3 Church St.,
Harvard Square, tomorrow at
8pm. Admission free.
A lecture on Restoring an Old
Maine Farm will be given at the
Blacksmith House, 56 Brattle
Street, Cambridge, February 11,
at 10:30am. Admission $1.
"Doc" Kountze speaks on the
roles of Afro-Americans in
history in connection with Black
Heritage Month. The lecture is it
8:15prmn February 16, at the
Blacksmith House, 56 Brattle
Street, Cambridge. Admission $1.
Sol.r Consultant Lisa Sullivan
lectures on The Solar Solution,
F ebruary 18, 10am, at the
Bi .cksmith House, 56 Brattle
Street, Camb ridge. Admission $1.
Azizah Al-Hibri speaks on
Ideology in Arab Education at the
Institute of Arab Studies, 556
Trapeio Road, Belmont.
Februalry 22 .Lt 7:30pm. Free.
Frances Srulowitz explains how
you can be Eating Your Way
Through the Orient February 23 at
8:1irpm Lit the Blacksmith House,
56 Brattle Street, Cambridge. Admission $1.
Portraits of Exemplary American
Schools by Sara Lawrence Lightfoot tt the Cambridge Forum,
February 24 Lt 8pm. Free.

II -- aLe
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Author Jalne Lilienfeld speaks on
Mrother Love and Mother Hate,
pm Lit the
Malrch 2 Lit 8:1l
Blacuksmith Housie. 56 BraItfle
Street, Cam~bridge. Adm ission SI.

M

Ca

sed by Michael Koren, in Judaism
and Christianity: Imperfect Love
Casts Out some Fear March 4 at
the Blacksmith House, 56 Brattle
Street, Cambridge. Admission $1.

pectations and Reality at an Institute of Arab Studies lecture
March 22 at 7:30pm. Admission
at 556 Trapelo Rd., Belnmont, is
free.

A discussion on the Problems of
On-shore and Off-shore Fuel Exploration and Production, including consideration of oil drilling in the George's Bank off the
Massachusetts coast, will be given
by Philip Oxley, President of Tenneco Oil Exploration and Production Company, at 5pm on Thursday, February 11, in the conference center of the Cabot Intercultural Center at Tufts University's Medford campus.

Find out about The Child in Arab
Education on the April 5 at
7:30pm. A free lecture on this
topic is sponsored by the Institute
of Arab Studies at 556 Trapelo
Rd., Belmont.
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Records beginning to sound like death warmed
aver? Friends demand a rain check when you
suggest listening to a few tunes on the old victrolas
Well maybe you need a new cartridge.
Rush mmrediately over to C Audio With your old
cartridge arM trade it in for a NEW Grado GCE t for
only SI0. A '37.50 Value that %illbring your records
back toClife in no time at all...

10-6 Mon - Sat
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AUDI lo

S47-2727

95 Vassar St. Cambridge, MA
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Off Campus

ENGINEERS
OVERSEAS

Interested in children? Teenagers? Creative education? The
Cambridge School Volunteers, Inc.
needs you as a tutor, an aide, a
big sister or big brother from
kindergarten through high
school. Gain valuable experience
while learning about and making
a contribution to the community.
For more information call 4989218.

Announcements
Political Science Chairman Alan
Altschuler will discuss The Plight
of the US Auto Industry Wednesday, March 10 at 8pm. The free
program will be at 3 Church St.,
Harvard Square.

Don't wear suits and ties
• Don't shuffle papers and answer
phones
* Don't sit at desks
* Do live in foreign countries
* Do work outdoors
* Do take charge
* Do make decisions
• Do face many challenges
• Do bear heavy responsibilities
e

Do operate sophisticated

e

electronic equipment
oDo record information on oil and
gas wells
a Do interpret this information

Volunteers are urgently needed by
Tutoring Plus to work with
elementary school-aged children
in Cambridge. Children need help
in basic skills als well as good role
models. Tutors should be 'willing
to give 2-5 hours <a week and
make a committment until the
end of the school year. Call 5$77670.

James Cheek and John McAward

will discuss Father-Daughter
Incest Wednesday, March 31 at
8pm. The forum will be at 3
Church Street, Harvard Square.
Admission is free.
A reception for Senator Edward

Kennedy sponsored by a Coalition
of Women in Science and
Engineering will be held on Fridaly, February 12, from 5 to 7pm
ait the Cronkhite Graduate Center
ait Radcli ffe. Reservation cards
find further information can be
obtained from: Associate Dean
Jeanne Richard, Room 3-136, x34869 or Emily Weidman, Coordinaltor of Women Student Activities, Roon1 50-209, x3-5323.

* Are their own bosses
* Are search ing for tomorrow's
energy
* Are not afraid of long hours
THIS JOB IS NOT FOR EVERYONE
--UT IT COULD BE IDEAL
FOR YOUI
Schlumberger, the world leader in
Electronic Well Logging has immediate career opportunities Overs< seas for the individual with a I
degree in Electrical or Mechanical I
.
IEngineering or Physics, outstanding scholastic record, 0-3 years I
Ha work experience.

ii

Draft and Registration Counseling
is offered free by Boston Alliance
Against Registration and the
Draft ( BAA RD) for young men
who have or have not registered
with the Selective Service. Draft
Information Nights are held every
Thursday at 7:30pm at 646 Green
Street Reer, Cam bridge. For in fo
at other times, call the BAARD's
hotline, 354-093 1.

If you want to be involved in the
search for tomorrow's energy
this JOB IS FOR YOU!
OPENINGS FOR
PLFtERMIIANENT AS WELL AS
HSUMMER POSITIONS
;(JUNIORS ONLY).
NO CITIZENSHIP
REQUIREMENTS.

INFORMATION MEETING
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 22
RM. 4-153
64:00PM

A forum entitled Poland: The
A French Conversation Group
meets every Tuesday from 12 to
2pm at the Alliance Francaise,
118 M ilk Street, Boston. Bring
your lunch and chat in French
For more info, call 482-4170.

will take place at Faneuil Hall on
Saturday, February 20 at 1pm.
Admission is free. The purpose of
the forum is to acquai nt
Americans with the radical nature
olf Solidaity's goals: the right to
orgalnrze and strike: an end to corruption and priviege among the
Polish ruling elite-, the right of all
people to fulfilling work and a decent lifSe: and their advocacy of

F

INTERVIVIEWING
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~FEBRUARY 23d& 24th
SEE PLA CEMENT CENTER
AND SIGN UP.

v
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~FOR DETAILS
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worker self-malnagement.

Challenges to Palestinianl EducaAre we headed Towards a New
tion is the topic of the March 8 InProfessor
Cold War? Institute
Noaml1 Chonisky speaks at the stitute of Aralb Studies forum.
Canibridee Forumn, Mawrch 3 Lit The free forum will be held from
7:30 to 9:30pm ait 556 Traprelo
Spm1. Admission free ;at 3 Church
Rd., Belnmont.
Street, Halrvalrd Square.

The malrrialge between Gord and
modern cosmiology will be discus-

a I -I

note

-I·

Struggle for Workers' Democracy

Clinical Psychologist Brent
Levinson on Coping with Depression, February 25 ait 10am. SI at
the Blacksmith House, 56 Brattle
Street, Cambridge.
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Hala~Atlilalh and Munir Ralsheh
wvill compare Arab Students' ExComplete
Optical

A Presentation and Discussion
of Careers in
Sales and Marketieg
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Shop

We have the new plastic scratch resistant
lenses

Fashion frames
at reasonable prices
* Prescriptions filled

#Contact Lenses
60 Day Trial
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Monday, March 9, 1981 - Building 4-149

7 pm

*Large Selection of Ray
Ban Sunglasses
*Sport

t,·i:
12

A WVORLDWIDE COMPANY
WITH EMPHASIS ON THE INDIVIDUAL

Instant eye exams
*Fashion tints and Fphotos
chanogeables

·-:·r
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LIGHT REFRESHMENTS

Frame Available

i
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Central Square, 495 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge
Mass. 02139 Tel: 661-2520
*
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Interviews will be held on March I1I, 1981
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living group
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Would you attend
the B-52 concert?
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other comments

PLEASE MAIL INTERDEPARTMENTAL TO SCC, W20-347.
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we feature
GM cars
like this

Chevrolet Chevette.

Enjoy Nationals holiday rates.

I

t

_
I~~~~

You pay for gas and return car
to renting location. Rate applies
to car shown or similar-size car,
is non-discountable. Specific
cars subject to availability. Rate
available from noon Thursday,
February 11 to noon Tuesday,
February 16.

L

PER DAY
UNLIMITED
FREE
MILEAGE

You deserve National

attentions

Available at:

Tech photo by Ray Henry

L

Modernized lighting, wall finshing, and a lengthened platform
are in the works for the Kendall Sqaure T Station. Although the
final design has not been completed, work is sceheduled to
begin during 1983 and should last from 12 to 18 months, according to Mr. John Tommey, Product Manager of the MBTA.
The modernization is partially funded by the federal government. The MBTA plans to spend between six and seven million
dollars for the redesign.
· A-
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183 Dartm outh St., Boston, Mass. ............. 426-6830
1663 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, Mass.... 661-8747
Westland Ave., Boston, Mass-.... .............. 536-8871
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here6 a city inEurope-ould trael therefree
So unravel these riddles coud travel therei

Coanputer Science
& Electrical Engineering
[Majors ar
ROLM, with locations in the San Francisco Bay
Area and Austin, Texas seeks talented individuals
interested in:

|SOFTWARE
* Real-Time Distributed Computing
I Operating Systems
| Data Base Management Systems
i Data Communications
• Diagnostics
* Electronie Mail
* Software Tools: Compilers, Debuggers, etc.
* Test Engineering
TO PLAY THE GAME:
Answer each of the riddles that will appear here each
week in February. Write your answer in the blanks below
each riddle. The letters with numbers below them correspond to the numbered spaces in the master key. As you
fill in the letters of the master key, you will be spelling the
name and location of a secret city in Europe. Send us
the solution, and you and a friend could win a trip there, free.

ROLM Corporation, founded in 1969, has grown
50% -100% each year and currently has 4400
employees. ROLM is the leading independent
supplier of computer controlled voice and data
business communications systems.
Included in ROLM's outstanding benefits package
is a three month paid sabbatical after six years
(and every seven years thereafter), Company Paid
Tuition for graduate study at Stanford and other
area universities. Employees can take advantage
of flexible working hours to use ROLM's million
dollar recreational facility which includes tennis
courts, racquetball courts, basketball, exercise
room, volleyball, swimming pools, par course,
steam room and jacuzzi.
I'~PI-

l

i
i

l

On Campus Interviews
Friday, February 26
Meet with working software engineers from ROLM in
the Placement Center. See our Company literature in
the Placement Center.

I

-TOENTER SWEEPSTAKES:
1. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.
2. Grand Prize consists of two regular round-trip economy airfares
to the secret city, 30·day Eurail passes, American Youth Hostel
passes, two backpacks and $1000 in cash.
3. Cut out master key for use as official entry blank or use 3" x 5"
card. Print your answer along with your name and address. Mail
to Secret City Sweepstakes, P.O. Box 6018, Norwalk, CT 06852.
4. The first 1,000 correct respondents will receive a poster as an
entry prize.
5. All entries must be received by 3115/82. Enter as often as you
wish, but each entry must be mailed separately.
6. A random drawing of all conrect entries will be held 3/22/82 by
the Highland Group, an independent judging organization whose
decision is final.
7. Sweepstakes void where prohibited, taxed or otherwise restricted.
S. All potential winners may be required to sign an affidavit of eligibility to verify compliance with the rules within 30 days of receipt
of same. For a list of prize winners, send self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Secret City Sweepstakes c/o Highland Group, 16
Knight St., Norwalk, CT 06851.

·- ,,-4_--slpp-CC·PICJ`S-T
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WHLr AM v?
So smull and yet so strong
Life is never helter skelter,
When I travel, tie pace seems long

Yet I never lack a shelter.

8
M
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If unable to attend an interview, send resume to:
Gibson Anderson, Manager, Recruiting & Training,
ROLM Corporation, 4900 Old Ironsides Drive, M/S 560,
Santa Clara, CA 95050. We are an equal opportunity/
>%w affirmative action employer.
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International Coffees are available at the Coops MIT Student Center.
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TUESDA,
Almost all the pictures are framed by
some societal context - here is an elusive
"Britishness" to every picture, be in a
Wordsworthian reverence for the
countryside or a biting social coun-_
sciousness. After meditating on a 'site' for
several 'ritualistic' hours, John Blakemrore
opens his eyes to shoot woodland scenes,

~~C~~
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glens where puffy grass glows softly, stand es_
of blurred trees and ferns: "When you firstrs
open your eyes, the light has a tremendous;Ift
power and tenderness," a quality which he| {R
translates to his prints.
About his pictures, Brian Griffin PAI
only say " My photography displays my, in- _

1

l

terest in light"'
his photos are quirky
cheery things. Loo~ny, suited businessmen
actors, and artists make frozen portraits infi
the best English tradition. Also documenl-1
tary, the works of Sirkka-Liisa Kottinen

are more human portraiture, "a gentle i
celebration of the working class" on

1

"English B3eaches",;in one joyous photo, i
two girls dressed in the best splash knee- l
A significant exhibit of "Contemporary
British Photographers" is on view at MIT's
Creative Photography gallery now through
March 19. Sponsored by MIT's Council
for the Arts and the British Council for the
Arts, the exhibit offers the work of ten important photographers. As curator Linda
Benedict-Jones points out in her notes, the
attention focused on the masters of 19th
century British photography has resulted in
neglect of 20th century endeavour. Similarly, in the mid 1970s, English photographers
were preoccupied with the work of
American artists; but by the end of the
decade the reaction had begun and there
was growing confidence in the British
tradition. That tradition, asserts BenedictJones, is largely documentary, making
British photographers "ever-cognizant of
the communicative
power of
photography." Running through all the
works exhibited is the commitment to commentary -all the ph otographs are con-

I

I

Unfortunately, the collaboration
between Jo Spence and Terry Dennett
("pre-visualized, large format work," as
they have it) seems quite pretentious next
to these. The concept of photograph's
history paralleling or reflecting capitalism's
is intriguing (the photos here mimic
photographic tradition and conventions
and their decay) is interesting but overdone. Their contemporary, Paul Hill.
whose landscapes are shown cautions
against such fashionable 'fetishism' for the
interpretation of photography, wvhile Fay
Godwin, also a photographer of the
English countryside, denies the distinction
between documentary and creati ve
photography.
This is a unique opportunity to vi ew the
wrks of photographers seldom seen or
discussed in the US. But perhaps word will

rau I revors worK Is also superb. His Is
the most documentary of all urban,
British life - and as in the high-voltage
rockabilly gang pose, or the shot of a
cheeky boy poking fun at the Bobbies, both
the squalor and the energy are recorded.
"Walking the Dog" is a funny series by
Keith Arnatt. His idea was to do portraits
of dogs on equal terms with their masters.
The old adage that dogs and masters look
alike is hilariously borne out, despite Arnatt's clever denial.

cerned with communicating something, and
the content ranges from highly personal, as
in the photos of Brian Griffin, to Paul
Trevor's highly social work.
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spread,

this exhibit will travel to Amherst

and North Carolina later this year. Gallery
hours are 9 to 10 Monday through Friday,
10 to 6 on Saturday, and noon to 8 on Sunday.
Sheena
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Genesee 1ream Al...ng soet~irrg iff

Genesee Cream Ale ait's something di snt!
Genesee Brewing Co . Rochester. NY

t-

The Medical Department is moving on Saturday, February 13.
Please call 253-1311
if you have a medical emergency
or urgent problem.
Weekend services are
available at the old Infirmary
(350 Memorial Drive)
until midnight Monday,
February 15.
Thereafter, we look forward
to serving you in our new
Health Services Center (E23)
on Carleton Stroeet.
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Announcements

Museum

of

Boston's

Students who pay less than the
total Spring -Term charges will
automatically be put on the
Deferred Payment Plan. This plan
will spread payments into equal
installments due February 15,
March 15, and April 20. The
charge for this service will be $50.
To avoid this charge, full payment must be received by
February 15, 1982. In addition,
students who pay late will be subject to a $50 late payment fine and
face possible automatic withdraw}
of student status. This notice does
not apply to graduate students
who are having their term charges
paid through payroll deductions.
If you have questions check the
I1n formation and Instructions
for Financial Registration Spring
Term 1982" booklet that was
mailed to you or contact the Bursar's Office, E19-21 5, x3-4134.

one

educational

of

Lectures

and

..................

M.I.T. Dramashop presents ..

JEAN

r.r
...........

GIRAUDO)UX'S

THE MADWOMAN OF CHAILLOT
,:5

directed by
ROBERT N. SCANLAN
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attractions.
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looking
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for
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Free
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National
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assistants,
or

The

student

their

Museum

available

is
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guides.

are
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workers,

Room
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Science,

greatest

cultural
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all

museum

lighting by
Edward S. Darna

World is an Institute of Arab
Studies lecture May 3 at 7:30pm.
The free lecture is at 556 Trapelo
Rd.* Belmont.

LITTLE THEATRE, KRESGE AUDITORIUM, M.l.T.
Feb. 11, 12, 13 at 8pm
TIX: $3.50, $3.00 w/ID
RESERVATIONS: 253-4720
INFO: 253-2877

benefits
volunteers.
Program

Tau

.,_

costumes by
Roland Guidry
.,

Discovery

Admissions
by

sets by
William Fregosi

Transborder Data Flows, an MIT
Research Program on Communications Policy Seminar, will
take place in the Marlar Lounge,
Room 37-252, on Thursday,
February I 1, from 4 to 6pm.

Beta

Engineering

Pi,

Honor

Society.

the

,._

.J

i,
.'=

The MIT Activities Development
Board is presently receiving applications for Capital Equipment
Funding for student fnd community activities. Applications
may be secured from Dean
Holden's Office in Room W20345.
Graduate Students: arplications
for advanced degrees in June 1982
must be returned to the
Registrar's Office, E19r-335, no
later than Friday, February 19,
1982. $20 fee after this date.
Student Activities-the UASO is
currently revising the Activities
Chapter of the 1981 Freshman
handbook. If your group has not
received a memo from the UASO
and is interested in being included
in the book, please stop by 7-105
by Februalry 15.

February degree candidates must
schedule appointments for Exit
Interviews with the Student Loan
Off-ce. These interviews are mandalted by the US Department of
Education and are required by the
Institute to maintain good
standing on the degree list. The
notice elso serves to activate the
repayq)ment status and terms of the
loans. Contact the Student Loan
Office, E19-225, x3-4087. with
any questions.

Activities
.

_

At Free Admission Program at
the Boston Museum of Science,
s nini r to the bla n k e t
memihership program fit the
Boston Museum of Fine Arts, officialiy hilts begun. Presentation (l
a vatlid M IT student ID will allow
Irec admission to the Museum.
Ail undergrziduate and grzduzite
students aire encouraged to visit
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By Rich Auchus
Last Saturday, the MIT wrestiing tean-i closed out its dual meet
seatson on an ambivalent note.
The En-'ineers crushed thee
Universitv of Vermont, S9-0, but
bowed to Arnmherst, 28-2Z4.
A-ainst Vermont, nine of'
Tech's ten mati-en
ended their
matches early with pins. Their
success In all weight classes is indicative of the balance which this

i

year's squad possesses.
A forfeit at 1 18S (MIT's wrestler
did not make weight) proved to
be the fattal blow in Tech's match
against Amherst. Freshmen Steve
Ikeda Lind Pait Peters registered
their second pins of the afternoon
at 142 Lind 167, respectively, in a
losil7g effort.
The split gave MIT a dual meet
record of 14-5, certainly one of
their best seasons in the past

m-

decade. Thanks to some excellent
young talent including five
freshmen who start regularly coach Tim Walsh has reversed
MIT's record from a hapless 3-13
in onlv two vears. Ikeda aa·le a
particularly stroncg showing in his
rookie vear. ta~llying~more team
points 6han ainy other individual on
the sq uad.
In coach Walsh's view,
however, the season is only beg~inning. "'111'estling is all tournarnents" he notes, looking op-

soorts uDdat$

Gymnastics Continuing its
winning ways, the men's gymnastics team took a 156.55-125.3
decision over VermoPnt Saturday
LtMIT. After a match at
Springfield with Lowell, the
squad returns to DuPont to face
Lowell Sa~turday, February 13 at
Rhode Island College defeated
the women's tearr Sa~turdav, by a
score of 110.6-86.55. M/t. Holyoke
and Smith come to MIIT for a
mmatchthis Wednesday at 7pm.
Swimming
-The
men's
swimming team continued its
drive toward the New Englands
Saturdav with a Fine 57-56 win
over Southern Connecticut at
Alumni Pool. Seven lifetime bests
were~set by the Tech swimmers in
a naeet that coach John Benedick
described as one of the best this
season. MIT travels across the
river to Harvard tonight for the
Greater Boston Championships.
Basketball -- Balanced scoring
carried the men's hoopsters to an
easy 83-58 triumph over St.
Fratncis of M~aine Saturday in the
fi rst meeting ever between the two
schools. Junior forward Robert
Joseph paced the MI11T attack with
18 points, while conatribauting five
Bassists. Four other Engineers
scored in double figures. including Mark Branch, who went
into last night's game at Nichols
needing only one point 'to
beconmes the ninth member of the
M
IIT I 000-point club.
Meanwhile,'the women's team
ha:d a1tough weekend in the Tufts
Invitational tourney at Medford.
Saturdav, M~IT lost to eventual
wcinner Rollins College of Florida
81-46, and Sunday, Wellesley
hrinded Tech a 54-414 defe~at.
Freshman Julie Koster stood out
forr the Engineers, pulling down
17 rebounds in the two games,
;Lnd scoring nine points versus
Wellesley (second to Terry Felts
and Anita Flynn, who had ten
each). Laura Lesniewski '84 led
MIT Saiturdary
with 12 points,
while Ericsson '85 chipped in with
10.
Rifle - The shooters continued
to look strong into the end or the
season, easli I
de e t n
Wentworth
Sundaty
2072-1998.
C'liff' Eskey '85 led the tearn ~vith
a
career-hieh 577 out or a possible
600 points, a score just one point
shv o~f the M/IT record of 578.
Saturdav the tearn will go to New~
York fo~r the West Point In-

Princeton in a1match held at Harvard 18-9, aind the women dropping a match to St. John's on Sundav 10-6. The women will travel
to Wellesley tonight for a 7prn,
aind the men host NY U Friday at
7prn.
Correction - The men's hockey
ClUb- defeated the -Tufts Jum bos 94 Tuesdav,
Januarv 26. The
skaters dij not lose a's had been
previously reported. MI-T takes a
4-4 record into tomorrow night's
gaine against Curry at 7prn in the
New Athletic Center.
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In the field of Semiconductor
Technology4 there's an exciting
futu re awaiting up-andl-comning

engineer5In it. is the chance to breakc
existing barriers-And to imnpact the
sophistication of tomorrow'sN`
comwputingg powerHere. at Sperry Univac's new
Semirconductorr

Division. you'll have

the chance to share in the excitement of discovery. To conatribute
n ideas. And. experience the rich
satisfaction of achievem~ent

Fencing - Bothl fencincg tearns
had a ro~ugh time of it thris
weekendd
the nmen losing to

For n-early thre~e decades.
Sperry Univac has been providing
advanced solutions to the data
processing needs of com~panies.
governm~ents. and industries
aro3und the w/orld.

Skilled chemist needed to help formulate
and package high-purity adhesives. Involves colloid gels, cyanoacryilc glues.
High potential return, low time involvment. Please call: Bill Peyton, 5425848. days.

Surplus Jeeps, Cars, Trucks
Car-inv. value $2'143, sold0 for $100. For
information on purchasing similar
bargains call 602-998-0575 Ext. 6533.
Call refundable.

. -ss~

substantial resources tow~ards the
-cost effective exploration and application of LSI and VLSI technologiesHere's your chanrce to pr-obe
deep into a worl8d of the fuature. And
ylou can start right now by checl~ing
with your placem7ent office andd
signing up on our schedule. Or. send
a resume to Erich Flo=%rentine.
Sperry U~nivac Sem~iconrductor
Division. PO. Box 3S2S.
Sit. Paul. M~N SS165.
Our recruiter will be on campus
MARCHe~ 4.

I
i

SEMICONDUCTOR

i

DIVISION

And now. through the creation
of a newM Semiconductor
Division
and the concentrated efforts of our
technical team. we're comm~itting
An Equal OtpportunityEmployer MIF
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